Syndemic approach in preventing perinatal near miss before first phase of three delay model

Abstract

Perinatal near miss covers the maternal and neonatal morbidity that refers to two targeted group of mother and baby. Maternal and perinatal mortality are two health indicators that showed very wide gaps of achievement by types of country based on income according to MDG achievement in 2015. The risk of a woman in a developing country dying from a maternal-related cause during her lifetime is much higher compared to a woman living in a developed country. Even though pattern of mortality shows declining trend in many countries, the MDG achievement has triggered more efforts to be geared and aligned. Researchers focus in assessing factors and determinant of maternal and perinatal mortality has shifted into severe morbidity cases or near miss cases. Many evaluation of obstetric care management based on the three delay model enable providers to identify points for improvement and has been mushrooming providing evidence based in scientific literature. However, where we need to focus for intervention and what kind of approaches is suitable is hardly seen published for our reference. Promoting wellbeing and ensure health are elements focussed in SDG provides ways in hindering health trajectory like perinatal near miss. However, the conceptualize approach needs to be narrated to the root of the problems. Evaluating evidence based medicine and scientific models help in generating solution on the root cause problem solving. Syndemic approach in designing preventive public health program targeting improving maternal and perinatal health is complex. It must involve pertinent component related to understanding on health seeking behaviour pattern, the monitoring and evaluation program based on log frame matrix analysis and understanding the dynamic of problem origin using three delay models.
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Introduction

Maintain good health should be promoted as an on-going process since intrauterine period. Way to ensure health will be determined by multifactorial aspects has nicely been laid out in social determinant of health framework by World Health Organization (WHO). Lesson learned from MDG teach us on focusing more effort in ensure health and well-being for all, at every stage of life. The present write up is based on several studies carried out by authors locally and published. The recent technical handbook by WHO has open up ideas in continuity of finding the best solution for the country and implements it using the innov8 approach as described by the WHO. The innov8 approach describes 8 steps in analytical process for program management:

a. Step 1: Complete the diagnostic checklist.
b. Step 2: Understand the program theory.
c. Step 3: Identify who is being left out by the program.
d. Step 4: Identify the barriers and facilitating factors that subpopulations experience.
e. Step 5: Identify mechanisms generating health inequities.
f. Step 6: Consider intersect oral action and social participation as central elements.
g. Step 7: Produce a redesign proposal to act on the review findings.
h. Step 8: Strengthen monitoring and evaluation.

Synthesis of problems framework to identify the root cause has urge authors to contribute in the present discussion using Syndemic approach that recently has been noted as good public health approach. In the planning of health intervention to promote healthy mother and healthy baby has highlight important issues in organizing effort to inculcate healthy lifestyles activity using multi agencies approach. A plan pregnancy helps in providing good birth outcome. However, social, financial healthcare system support do play an important role in determine safe motherhood that can be handled by multiagency joint effort.

Maternal health refers to the health of women during pregnancy, childbirth and the postpartum period. It encompasses the health care dimensions of family planning, preconception, prenatal and postnatal care in order to reduce maternal and perinatal morbidity and mortality. Maternal health is a critical issue in countries that are struggling to increase their population’s health, income, and overall well-being. According to the WHO, “A maternal death is defined as the death of a woman while pregnant or within 42 days of termination of pregnancy, irrespective of the duration and site of the pregnancy, from any cause related to or aggravated by the pregnancy or its complications, whether pre-existing or not.”
management but not from accidental or incidental causes”. The risk of a woman in a developing country dying from a maternal-related cause during her lifetime is about 23 times higher compared to a woman living in a developed country. Maternal mortality is a health indicator that shows very wide gaps between rich and poor, urban and rural areas, both between countries and within them.

It is estimated that, every day in 2013, about 800 women died due to complications of pregnancy and child birth. Almost all of these deaths occurred in low-resource settings, and the vast majority of these deaths are preventable. The primary causes of death are haemorrhage, hypertension, infections, and indirect causes, mostly due to interaction between pre-existing medical conditions and pregnancy. Most of these deaths can be avoided as the necessary medical interventions exist and are well known. The key obstacle is pregnant women’s lack of access to appropriateness care before, during and after childbirth.

Appropriate timing is extremely important to improve medical care in obstetric emergencies. The key element to reduce maternal mortality is by providing timely treatment to obstetric emergencies. Thus, three delay models were developed two decades ago to evaluate the factors and determinant surrounding access to appropriate emergency obstetric care especially for high risk cases. Three delay model describes delay as having three phases which are:

A. Phase I- delay to seek for treatment by the patient or the family.
B. Phase II- delay in reaching an adequate health facility and getting diagnosed.
C. Phase III- delay in receiving an adequate care or treatment.

Three delay models have been used to assess maternal mortality. This model helps in determining where improvements could be made to prevent morbidity and mortality. However, as the maternal mortality has improved tremendously especially in developed country, maternal near miss was used instead. Maternal near miss case is defined as a woman who nearly died but survived a complication that occurred during pregnancy, childbirth, or within 42 days of termination of pregnancy. Maternal near miss constitutes a proxy to maternal death. Maternal health will determine the birth outcome. Therefore in this discussion, the word perinatal near miss is used to refer the mother and the baby. Studies using maternal near miss are more accepted nowadays as it is not as rare as maternal death. The FEMHEALTH project has defined the health care near-miss as negative events or omissions which occurred in the process of care but which did not necessarily lead to serious harm. So far till present the perinatal near miss is never been used in the literature a limited number exploring ways to improve it.

Delayed decision to seek care (Phase 1)

Delayed in making decision to seek care was significant risk factor that increases maternal near miss cases and maternal mortality. A study conducted in Morocco found that the main reasons given by the women for the first delay were lack of parent’s authority to go to a facility and fear of the health facility. Another study found that more than half of severe maternal near miss cases were due to referral and transfer. Main reasons for this were lack of a vehicle were among the main factors causing delayed access to emergency obstetric care. It is quite obvious that the main obstacle to arrive timely is not a physical barrier like transportation but more towards non-physical barriers such as health-seeking behaviour, low education level and lack of contact with the healthcare system are important issues to be addressed that can cause delayed decision in seeking medical care.

Delayed arrival at health facility (Phase 2)

Patients who make timely decision to go to a health facility can still face delay. Phase 2 delay explains obstacle after the decision to seek medical care is made and before receiving appropriate care. This happened due to the accessibility of health services especially in developing countries. Lack of financial resources and lack of a vehicle were among the main factors causing delayed access to emergency obstetric care. Besides that, reaching an appropriate obstetric facility also depends on the distance, travelling time, transportation, cost and road condition between home and the nearest health facility available. Women who lived in remote area may disadvantage from physical distance to the hospital and face difficulty in access to own transportation or public transport. Public transport is usually not available in rural or remote area. This gap has been improved in many developing countries by implementing outreach program to the marginal group. There are many interventions being implemented to overcome phase 2 delays.

Interventions implemented in developing countries aimed to rectify delay in reaching appropriate health facility for examples telephones, incentive scheme, guideline on referral for health professionals, empowerment of community members to facilitate in referral activities such drive the vehicles and introducing maternity waiting homes for those who stay far away from hospitals. A mother who has no risk can deliver at home assisted by trained birth attendant. Another alternative is to admit high risk mothers to the hospital earlier to anticipate complications. This strategy is believed to be the key to minimize geographical gap in obstetric care for women in remote rural area.

Delayed provision of adequate care (Phase 3)

Phase three delay observed that there were many near miss cases had multiple referrals. They made several visits from the periphery to a tertiary hospital or a university hospital. Difficulties in patients referral and transfer is another barrier identified in achieving adequate emergency obstetric care. These problems is mostly observed at secondary care level which is usually least developed. World widely, about 15% of all pregnant mothers is estimated to developed complication that require further treatment at higher level of care. Some women reported dissatisfaction on the communication between the providers and the patient. Many recent studies found that third
delay is significantly associated with a higher risk of developing severe maternal morbidity.26,27 They found that majority of the patients arrived at the referral health facility in a critical condition or severe complication which indicates barriers to reach the treatment.15,18

There are many factors related to health system and quality of care which can affects the maternal and neonatal outcome.19,20 A study in Brazil shows lack of emergency care facilities in obstetric unit as a predictor of poorer outcome among patients with eclampsia.13 Besides that, absence of clear guidelines, inadequate human resources and insufficient information provided by the health professional to the patients also contribute to worse outcome.14 A study was conducted in Netherlands to review the standard of care in cases of maternal mortality due to hypertensive diseases in pregnancy found that most cases met the criteria of severe pre-eclampsia as defined in the national guideline. However, they were not treated according to the recommendations of the guideline regarding antihypertensive treatment and the use of magnesium sulphate to prevent eclampsia (substandard care HDP own).32 This is due to different preference of medical professionals in choosing treatment based on their experience and availability of resources. Delay in providing quality medical care also can be influenced by the accuracy of medical equipment. An automated blood pressure recording system may underestimate the severity of hypertension in a pregnant mother and leads to inadequate and delayed management.32 Assessing problems using the three delay models helps in prioritizing area for further improvement and strengthening. The concept of Syndemic approach in maternal and perinatal near miss focussing on the first delay model helps public health program planner to strategies plan for achieving targets in MMR, PMR and near miss cases. Syndemic approach is used to identify persons to be dealt with, to collaborate with, implementing preventive measures timely and monitor regularly for assessment and consolidate recommendation. A good communication and planning within neighbourhood networking parties should be the first target as the problems will be identify early and intervention plan will be specific and tailored to local socio-cultural value and need. A strategic plan monitoring using a single log frame metric framework analysis shared by all persons that should involve as Syndemic approach under agreed program policy will be able to gear future improvement. The social determinant of health (SDH) framework as suggested by WHO3 will be able to help in strategies plan focussing prioritize domains than need to cater in relation to the first stage delay model.

Conclusion

Three delay models help us in identifying room for improvements in obstetric care to reduce perinatal morbidity and mortality. While it is not realistic to improve all delays in all phases, practising improvement in Phase 1 at community facilities may eventually improve the survival of women of high risk cases. Syndemic approach in planning for the intervention helps in empowering and place accountability of community neighbourhood, agencies nearby facilities within the community towards a concerted effort in fulfilling safe motherhood goal together with healthcare delivery system. Through this approach the pregnant mother will be accepted and motivated to care her own health and pregnancy through accessing antenatal care services. Maternal and neonatal outcome referring to perinatal near miss should be the approach taken at primary or community level as it tackles both mother and baby.
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